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Recent progress in nanoscale materials science has pushed the basic research on physical effects while going
to such length scales. Particularly, the study of size effects on heat conductivity has attracted much theoretical
and experimental interest. In this work we explore the possibilities to study such kinds of phenomena through
the quantization of the dynamic equations of a class of nonlinear heat transport macroscopic models. We
develop a quantization procedure to search the energy level structure of one-dimensional nanosystems. The
procedure may have applications in other fields of the physics of mesoscopic systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The heat transport problem in small systems with the
characteristic mean free path of the energy carriers being
comparable with the system’s dimensions has attracted the
interest of both theoretical and experimental researchers
�1–8�. The quantization nature of heat transport phenomena
at such length scales was shown by the measurement by
Schwab et al. �9� of the maximum energy value transported
per phonon mode in phonon waveguides in the ballistic, one-
dimensional limit. For each transmission mode the quantum
of thermal conductance g0 depends directly of the tempera-
ture as �10–12�

g0 =
�2kB

2T

3h
. �1�

The quantum character of the heat conductance is obtained
with different methods to calculate the phonon transmission
coefficients �13,14�.

The influence of the size sample on the heat conductivity
has been particularly analyzed from different macroscopic
approaches. Within the extended irreversible thermodynam-
ics framework, Alvarez and Jou �15,16� found a theoretical
size-dependent thermal conductivity and fitted it to well es-
tablished experimental and numerical measurements of the
heat conductivity in nanodevices. The model was obtained
�by including nonlocal and memory effects� through the
continued-fraction expression of a wave number and
frequency-dependent effective thermal conductivity. Some
approaches have proposed two kinds of contributions to heat
transport, namely, a ballistic part and a diffusive one �15,17�
allowing to deal with the nanoscale and the macroscopic
length.

In this paper we introduce the quantization of macro-
scopic models of heat transport in small systems. It is not

known to what extent quantized macroscopic theories of heat
conduction can give information on the transport properties
of small systems and questions concerning the interpretation
of the quantized values of energy arising from such theoret-
ical formalisms remain to be answered. It is claimed that
they can similarly be applied not only to solid as to noncrys-
talline disordered materials such as gases and liquids but also
to the several length scales between nanoscale and macro-
scopic scale. Two of us have been working in this direction
since some years ago. The simple case of one-dimensional
linear heat conduction �Fourier transport� was discussed in
�18–20�. Through this series of works it has been outlined
the canonical quantization of dissipative processes. Here, we
address a class of nonlinear heat transport models to make a
connection with some of the recent results on the quantum
features of the dissipative energy conduction in small sys-
tems �9,21�. We are interested in the general problem of the
structure of the energy levels as predicted by nonlinear mac-
roscopic heat conduction theories. The nonlinear properties
of small systems pose new mathematical challenges to the
quantization process. Our aim is to sketch a way to deal with
them. We start in Sec. II by assuming a heat conductivity
depending on the size of the sample. Then we introduce a
Lagrangian formalism that contains the nonlinearities of the
dissipative transport of energy introduced by the space-
dependent heat conductivity. In Sec. III we establish the ba-
sic steps to canonically quantize the classical temperature
field derived from the nonlinear transport equations of Sec.
II. A key step is the definition of the commutation rules of
the basic conjugated variables that determine all the subse-
quent quantization procedure. We take the quantum of the
action, denoted by h�, which has been determined in a pre-
vious paper �20�. In Sec. IV we study a one-dimensional
two-level system to illustrate the use of the formalism. We
use Alvarez and Jou’s results �15� to calculate the heat con-
ductivity distribution in a discrete set of heat conductors. We
end the paper with some comments and a conclusion.

II. LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM OF NONLINEAR HEAT
TRANSPORT

On the way toward the canonical quantization procedure
first we need to find the Hamiltonian formulation of the non-
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linear heat equation. We show how the field equation �equa-
tion of motion�, the Lagrangian, the canonically conjugated
variables, and the Hamiltonian can be obtained �19�.

We start from the source- and convective-free heat trans-
port which is described by the balance equation of the inter-
nal energy u, �u /�t+div Jq=0, taking into account the inter-
nal energy current density Jq. The temperature T can be
introduced to the description taking into account the caloric
equation �density �=1� du=cvdT, and the constitutive Fou-
rier law Jq=−� grad T.

Here, cv is the specific heat and � is the heat conductivity.
By combining the mentioned equations we find the basic
transport equation

cv�r,T�
�T

�t
− grad ��r,t,T�grad T − ��r,t,T��T = 0, �2�

where it has been assumed the most general dependence of
the coefficients cv and � on the space-time and the tempera-
ture field. We remind the reader briefly that in the special
case cv=const and �=const, the well-known transport equa-
tion cv�T /�t=��T is obtained.

In the further examination we restrict ourselves to the
one-dimensional case, and we consider the coefficients cv
=const and �=��x�. The ��x� is taken as a given function of
the space variable x; this restriction is important in the ap-
plication of variational calculus. We define the potential field
� by the following relation with the temperature �19,22�

T = − cv
��

�t
− grad � grad � − ��� .

Now we take the functional

L =
1

2
�cv

��

�t
�2

+
1

2
�grad � grad � + ����2

as the Lagrangian density.
By abbreviating the differentiating operations as follows

�
�t → ˙ �

�x→�, the functional L can be written as

L =
1

2
cv

2�̇2 +
1

2
����� + ����2. �3�

The Fourier’s equation as Euler-Lagrange equation ex-
pressed by the potential � becomes 0=−cv

2�̈+�������
+�����+������+�����, i.e.,

0 = − cv
2�̈ + ����������. �4�

Substituting the temperature T=−cv�̇−����−���=−cv�̇
− ������ we get the heat equation �Eq. �2� in the case in
which cv=const and �=��x��. Finally, the heat transport
equation takes the form

cvṪ − ��T��� = 0.

Now we define the conjugated momentum related to the
potential field � as

P =
�L

��̇
= cv

2�̇ . �5�

The Hamiltonian density is easily obtained as usual

H = P�̇ − L =
1

2cv
2 P2 −

1

2
��������2 �6�

or

H =
1

2
� 1

cv
P + �������� 1

cv
P − ������� . �7�

Generally, to achieve the operator formulation it is needed
to calculate the Hamiltonian in that form which can be ex-
pressed as a product like in Eq. �7� �for linear heat conduc-
tion �18��.

III. CANONICAL QUANTIZATION PROCEDURE

In this section we generalize the quantization procedure of
parabolic differential Eq. �18� for the nonlinear heat equation
based on the Lagrangian formalism of Sec. II. In the previ-
ous work �18� we have shown for the linear case that by
expressing the potential field � in Fourier series and integrat-
ing the Hamiltonian density over the whole space, the
Hamiltonian of the whole space can be expressed by the
Fourier coefficients. Since the Hamiltonian density can be
written as a product like in Eq. �7�, the global Hamiltonian
can consequently be given as a quadratic form by the Fourier
coefficients, thus allowing us to introduce the operator for-
malism, i.e., the creation, the annihilation and the number
operators can be constructed. Finally, the quantum number
operators and the quanta appear in the description. In the
present work the reader can follow the whole extended for-
mulation for the nonlinear case in which the linear case is
also involved, naturally.

Presently, the difficulty is in the space dependence of the
heat conductivity. We show a simplified calculus �simplified
in the sense of the approximation of heat conductivity�, but
later we point out that the whole procedure can be widened
and applied for more general cases.

First, we consider the following expansions for the quan-
tities � and �,

��x� = 	
l=0

� 
2

V
�Cl cos lx + Sl sin lx� ,

��x� = 	
n=0

�

�An cos nx� . �8�

In fact, we are assuming that the potential and the heat
conductivity can be approximated by Fourier’s series. �The
last one is also a part of a Fourier series, but now we show
the procedure with this reduced form for the sake of simpli-
fying the mathematical expressions. This simplification does
not destroy the essence of the quantization procedure.�

Accepting this condition, accordingly with Eq. �5�, the
conjugated momentum becomes

P = cv
2�̇�x� = cv

2	
l=0

� 
2

V
�Ċl cos lx + Ṡl sin lx� .

The first term of the Lagrangian given by Eq. �3� inte-
grated in the total volume is
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�
all space

1

2
cv

2�̇2dV =
1

2
cv

2	
l=0

�

�Ċl
2 + Ṡl

2� .

We can define the following canonically conjugated mo-
menta to Cl and Sl:

Pl
�C� = cv

2Ċl,

Pl
�S� = cv

2Ṡl. �9�

The first term of the Hamiltonian by Eq. �6� integrated in
the total volume:

�
all space

1

2cv
2 P2dV =

1

2cv
2	

l=0

�

�Pl
�C�2

+ Pl
�S�2

� . �10�

To obtain the second term of the Hamiltonian Eq. �6� we
need to calculate:

1

2
��������2 =

1

2 	
n,m,l,p=0

�

AnAml2p2 cos�nx�cos�mx��ClCp cos�lx�cos�px� + ClSp cos�lx�sin�px� + CpSl sin�lx�cos�px�

+ SlSp sin�lx�sin�px�� +
1

2 	
n,m,l,p=0

�

AnAmlp sin�nx�sin�mx��ClCp sin�lx�sin px − ClSp sin�lx�sin�px�

− CpSl cos�lx�sin�px� + SlSp cos�lx�cos�px�� − 	
n,m,l,p=0

�

AnAmlp2m cos�nx�sin�mx��− ClCp sin�lx�cos px

− ClSp sin�lx�sin�px� + CpSl cos�lx�cos�px� + SlSp cos�lx�sin�px�� . �11�

As it stands, this complicated expression involves crossed
terms such as ClCp, ClSp, etc. Nevertheless, in the present
��x� dependence given by Eq. �8�, the integration over the
whole space eliminates all the terms of the form ClSp, and a
basis change can always transform the bilinear form Eq. �11�
into a quadratic bilinear form. This procedure will be illus-
trated in Sec. IV with a specific example. We have assumed
the above simple expansion �Eq. �8�� for the heat conductiv-
ity in order to eliminate crossed terms in the integration, but
mention must be made that we can handle such kinds of
terms by carrying out a more complicated diagonalization
procedure. The expression of the Hamiltonian density after
the diagonalization and basis change has then the form

H =
1

2	
k=1

� � 1

cv
2 Pk�

�C�T
MP��C�

Pk�
�C� +

1

cv
2 Pk�

�S�T
MP��S�

Pk�
�S�

− Ck�
T
MC�Ck� − Sk�

T
MS�Sk�� , �12�

having been the vectors and matrices transformed under the
operations DC, DS and DTMD, respectively, D is the diago-
nalizing matrix and the superscript T denotes the transposed
vector or matrix. We note that the lower limit in the summa-
tion of Eq. �12� has been changed to 1 because for l= p=0
the term 1

2 ��������2 vanishes �see Eq. �11��. Moreover, the
0−0 element of matrices MC� and MS� also vanish and, as
will be seen below, the operators C0

−, C0
+ and S0

−, S0
+ com-

mute, respectively.
We now introduce a set of operators Ck, Pk

�C� and Sk, Pk
�S�

associated to the dynamic conjugated variables Ck�, Pk�
�C� and

Sk�, Pk�
�S� which obey the following commutation rules:

�Pk
�C� ,Cl�=h��kl and �Pk

�S� ,Sl�=h��kl, with h� the quantum of
the action which takes the value 2hp /kB �hp is the Planck
constant; kB is the Boltzmann constant� �20�. Each pair of
noncommuting conjugated variables obeys an uncertainty re-
lation

�Ck��Pk�
�C� � �

all space
��Pk

�C�,Ck�	dV ,

�Sk��Pk�
�S� � �

all space
��Pk

�S�,Sk�	dV ,

where

�
all space

��Pk
�C�,Ck�	dV = �

all space
��Pk

�S�,Sk�	dV = h�.

At this step we define the operators

Ck

 =

1

cv

1

2
Mkk

P�C�
Pk

�C� 

1

2
Mkk

C Ck

and

Sk

 =

1

cv

1

2
Mkk

P�S�
Pk

�S� 

1

2
Mkk

S Sk.

Comparing the matrices in these equations with the ma-

trices in Eq. �12� we can see: Mkk
P�C�

→MP��C�
; Mkk

C →MC�;

Mkk
P�S�

→MP��S�
; Mkk

S →MS�. After this, it can then be verified
that the Hamiltonian density operator reads
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H =
1

2	
k=1

�

�Ck
+Ck

− + Ck
−Ck

+ + Sk
+Sk

− + Sk
−Sk

+� .

The commutation rules for the operators Ck

 and Sk


 must be

�Ck
−,Cl

+� =
1

2cv


Mkk
P�C�

Mll
Ch��kl �13�

and

�Sk
−,Sl

+� =
1

2cv


Mkk
P�S�

Mll
Sh��kl. �14�

In order to build in the quantum occupation number op-
erator it is necessary first to specify four additional operators

Nk
�C�
 =

2cv

h�
Mkk
P�C�

Mkk
C

Ck

Ck

�

and

Nk
�S�
 =

2cv

h�
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S

Sk

Sk

�.

Then the quantum occupation number operator Nk be-
comes

Nk =
1

2
�bk

+bk
− + bk

−bk
+� ,

where the operators bk

 are the creation and annihilation op-

erators as it will be shown below. They are given by the
relations

bk
+bk

− =
1

2
�Nk

�C�+ + Nk
�S�+�, and bk

−bk
+ =

1

2
�Nk

�C�− + Nk
�S�−� .

Note that

�bk
−,bl

+� = �kl, �15�

accordingly with the commutation rules Eqs. �13� and �14�.
We define the energy operator of the thermal field as E

=	kEk, with

Ek =
1

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S �h�Nk. �16�

Observe that the Hamiltonian operator can now be written
in terms of the creation and annihilation operators as follows:

H = 	
k

h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S ��bk

+bk
− + bk

−bk
+� .

�17�

When applied to the eigenstate �nk the occupation num-
ber operator gives

Nk�nk =
1

2
�bk

+bk
− + bk

−bk
+��nk = nk�nk ,

moreover,

Nkbk

�nk = �nk 
 1��nk .

In this way, we have that bk
+ and bk

− are the creation and
the annihilation operators, respectively.

The ground state �Gr is defined as the state which is
annihilated by all the operators bk

−, i.e., bk
−�Gr=0. The effect

of the Hamiltonian operator, Eq. �17�, on the ground state
can be obtained if the Hamiltonian is written, as usual, in
ordered form

H =:H: + EGr,

where

:H := 	
k

2h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S �bk

+bk
−,

and

EGr = 	
k

h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S � . �18�

Then H�Gr=EGr�Gr, EGr being the energy of the ground
state. If we apply the energy operator E to the ground state
we should obtain the value EGr. Observe that this is the case
if the ground state is �Gr= �111213. . . since, accordingly
with Eq. �16�,

E�Gr = 	
k

h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S ��11 12 13. . .

= EGr�Gr .

The ground state is so characterized by the presence of
one quantum of energy in each energy level k=1,2 ,3 , . . .

Finally, we can calculate the energy which excites the
ground state by considering the two quanta state �2k
= �1112 . . .2k. . .=bk

+�Gr. We let the Hamiltonian operator H
to act over �2k as follows:

H�2k = E2,kbk
+�Gr

= �	
k�

2h�

cv
�
Mk�k�

P�C�
Mk�k�

C + 
Mk�k�
P�S�

Mk�k�
S �bk�

+ bk�
−

+ EGr�bk
+�Gr = �2h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S �

+ EGr��2k ,

where we used Eq. �15�, the relation bk�
− bk

+= �bk�
− ,bk

+�
+bk

+bk�
− , and the fact that bk�

− �1k=0. Then E2,k, the energy of
the two quanta energy level k, is given by

E2,k =
2h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S � + EGr.

The necessary energy for the system jumps to the k en-
ergy level, the excitation energy �k, is therefore

�k =
2h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S � . �19�

The excitation energy �k given by this equation is the
minimum energy to be introduced to the system to change
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the energy to a higher value and to reach the successive
excited states above the ground state. The distribution func-
tion of the quantum occupation numbers in each energy level
depends on the specific external constrictions imposed to the
system and particularly on its size.

IV. NONLINEAR HEAT CONDUCTION IN TWO-LEVEL
SYSTEMS

In this section we give an example of the previous formal-
ism to calculate the lowest two excitation energies in a me-
soscopic system in the nanolength scale. As usual in any
macroscopic theory, some external information must be sup-
plied to get a complete physical description. We remind the
reader that such extra input is the Fourier expansion of � in
Eq. �8�. Let us then consider a one-dimensional heat conduc-
tor constituted by N conductor ”subsystems” in thermal con-
tact with lengths Li �LiLi+1� for i=1, . . . ,N in x direction
and unitary area in the y-z plane. Each subsystem is consid-
ered homogeneous with x-size dependent heat conductivity
�i=��Li� given by �15�

��L� =
�0L2

2�2l2 �
1 + 4�2Kn
2 − 1� , �20�

where �0 is the bulk heat conductivity, l the mean free path
of the heat carriers, L the size of each subsystem and the
Knudsen number is defined as Kn= l /L. We obtain the heat
conductivity as a continuous function of position x by taking
into account the first 16 terms in the Fourier expansion, Eq.
�8�. Let xi be the middle point of subsystem Li given by xi
=L1+L2+ . . . +Li /2, where i=2, . . . ,N and x1=L1 /2. We then
assign ��xi�=�i, and we fit coefficients An in the Fourier
expansion to the values of the conductivity of the subsystems
as a function of the position. The fitted curve obtained from
Eq. �8� is shown in Fig. 1. Dots are the heat conductivity of
the subsystems plotted at the middle point of each one.
The following are the numerical values of the Fourier
coefficients: A0=101.7 W /mK, A1=−26.1 W /mK, A2
=−16.8 W /mK, A3=−11.7 W /mK, A4=−8.2 W /mK, A5

=−6.0 W /mK, A6=−4.5 W /mK, A7=−3.5 W /mK, A8
=−2.7 W /mK, A9=−2.2 W /mK, A10=−1.8 W /mK, A11
=−1.5 W /mK, A12=−1.3 W /mK, A13=−1.1 W /mK, A14
=−0.9 W /mK, and A15=−0.8 W /mK. We have taken cv
=102 J /kg K which corresponds to silicon at 50 K �23�.

We now assume that only two energy levels k=1,2 are
being occupied in each subsystem of the system. Of course,
this restrictive assumption would require to be examined in
terms of the distribution of the occupation numbers in the
different energy levels k, but this distribution is unknown at
the present stage. It will be a subject of further research. This
preliminary assumption is made for the sake of simplicity
and only to display an illustrative case. Nevertheless, as it
will be seen, the results may have a physical sense when
compared with experimental results on the quantum of heat
conductance. Summing then the subindexes n and m from 0
to 15, subindexes l and p from 1 to 2 and integrating over the
whole space we get from Eq. �11� an expression containing
terms that are proportional to C1C2 and S1S2, but not so for
terms that are proportional to C1S2, C2S2, etc. This expres-
sion can be written in matrix notation as that displayed in Eq.
�12�. As mentioned in Sec. III, the whole bilinear form can
be transformed in a quadratic bilinear form by diagonalizing
the matrices MC and MS and with the help of Eq. �10�. The
quadratic bilinear form of the Hamiltonian takes then the
form

H =
1

2cv
2��P1�

�C� P2�
�C� �MP�C�

D �P1�
�C�

P2�
�C� �

+ �P1�
�S� P2�

�S� �MP�S�
D �P1�

�S�

P2�
�S� �� + �C1� C2� �MC

D�C1�

C2�
�

+ �S1� S2� �MS
D�S1�

S2�
� . �21�

Here, the matrices MC
D and MS

D the transformed vectors

�P1�
�C� P2�

�C� �, �P1�
�S� P2�

�S� � ,

�C1� C2� � and �S1� S2� � ,

depend on the coefficients A0, A1 , . . . ,A15 and the trans-
formed vectors additionally depend on the nonprimed vec-
tors. It must be said that in the limit A1 ,A2 , . . . →0, we re-
cover all the results for the case in which �=const given in
�18�.

The matrices in Eq. �21� are then

MP�C�
D = �1 0

0 1
�, MP�S�

D = �1 0

0 1
� ,

MC
D = �0.015 0

0 0.20
�, MS

D = �0.013 0

0 0.019
� ,

and the transformed vectors are shown in the Appendix. We
use Eq. �19� to calculate the two first excitation energies of
the system. The result is �1=6.969�10−14 J and �2
=1.8293�10−13 J. We can compare them with the energy
density of the bulk, which can be considered on the order of
Eb=104 J /m3. This approximated value for the energy den-

�
�

�

�

�
�

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
x�nm�

20

40

60

80

100

120

Λ
W

mK

FIG. 1. �Color online� Thermal conductivity ��� in W/mK ver-
sus the position x within the system constituted by conductor sub-
systems in thermal contact. Solid line is the 16 coefficients model
for �. The points are the heat conductivity of the conductor sub-
systems plotted at the middle point of each one. The sequence of
subsystem sizes was generated through the relation Li=L1+ i2.8�L,
with L1=0.1�10−7 m and �L=0.1�10−7 m. Other parameters
are �0=115 W /mK and l=40 nm which correspond to silicon.
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sity has been calculated by using the known relation E
=�cvT and considering that the mass density for silicon is
2329 kg /m3 and that the sample has a temperature of
�10−2 K. Observe that for a nanofilm sample size of about
100 nm length and 10−6 m2 cross section with a 10−13 m3

volume, the difference in the order of magnitude with respect
to the calculated excitation energies is 105. This ratio is dis-
played only to give a comparative insight of the magnitude
of excitation energies with respect of the energy of the bulk.
From the expression for the universal quantum of conduc-
tance given by Schwab et al., Eq. �1�, we can obtain the
energy transferred per unit temperature difference and unit
time, �=7.582�10−14 J. In order to get this we have taken
the value 8�10−2 K for the temperature T to satisfy the
saturation condition �T�T�=8�10−1 K� for which the
measured thermal conductance equals 16 times the quantum
of conductance g0 in the experiments described in Ref. �9�.
For temperatures T�T� the measured thermal conductance
is not dependent on any other physical or geometric param-
eters. Note the similarity of the energy � with the minimum
excitation energy �1 of the first energy level given by our
quantized formalism. It must be mentioned that this agree-
ment does depend on the temperature of the system since the
quantum of the conductance g0 depends on it. In the present
formalism we have considered the specific heat cv as a con-
stant. A possibility to elucidate how critical with respect to
temperature is the agreement of our results with the experi-
mental data is to assume that cv depends on temperature.
This point is left to future research.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have developed a procedure to quantize the energy of
a nonlinear thermal system by using an analogous but modi-
fied technique to the canonical quantization method of clas-
sical mechanics. The nonlinearity of the system was intro-
duced through the heat conductivity. The set of quantum
operators obey commutation rules which were written in
terms of the quantum of the action h�=2h /kB �20�. We de-
fined the lowest energy state, the ground state �Gr, as that
for which bk

−�Gr=0, being bk
− the quantum annihilation op-

erator. The ground energy was found to be given by

EGr = 	
k

h�

cv
�
Mkk

P�C�
Mkk

C + 
Mkk
P�S�

Mkk
S � ,

where the matrix elements Mkk depend on the coefficients of
the Fourier expansion of the nonlinear heat conductivity of
the system. We have given an example of the application of
the formalism to a nanosized system. We were able to calcu-
late the energies to get the excited states of the system. Our
main result concerns the structure of quantized energy levels.
The system has a ground energy EGr which, for the two-level
case studied in Sec. IV, has the value 2.5262�10−13 J, and

successive excited levels given by EGr+�1, EGr+�2 , . . ., etc.
These energy levels are got by the system through thermal
interactions with the surroundings.

We have found a value for the minimum excitation energy
�1�=6.969�10−14 J� reasonably similar in magnitude to that
of the energy of the measured thermal conductance �7.582
�10−14 J� from Ref. �9�. This makes the quantization
method developed in this work to appear as a promising
technique to deal with the confinement effects on heat trans-
port in nanoscaled systems.

We finish this section by sketching some future work. It
would be interesting to determine the distribution function of
the quantum occupation numbers Nk which depends on its
size and particularly on the specific external constraints im-
posed to the system, which determine its temperature. It is
possible to introduce in the nonlinear equations of the system
the wave component if one recurs to relaxationlike models of
heat transport. Finally, as it may be apparent, some other
transport phenomena such as electric transport could be
quantized in a way similar to that which we have designed in
this paper.
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APPENDIX

After the diagonalization process of Eq. �6� the trans-
formed vectors are given by

P1�
�C� = P1

�C� − 0.0083P2
�C�,

P2�
�C� = 0.0083P1

�C� + P2
�C�,

P1�
�S� = P1

�S� − 0.1088P2
�S�,

P2�
�S� = 0.1088P1

�S� + P2
�S�,

C1� = C1 − 0.0083C2,

C2� = 0.0083C1 + C2,

S1� = S1 − 0.1088S2,

S2� = 0.1088S1 + S2.
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